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635.01 POLICY
 

To establish a uniform procedure for primary and secondary search, ensuring the safety for possible victims,
as well as the firefighter personnel performing the search

 
635.02 RESPONSIBILITY
 

Firstin Officer or OfficerinCommand will determine the type of search and make the personnel assignments.
Determine what safety precautions are needed for personnel.

 
SAFETY
 
A.   Complete safety gear for personnel performing search rescue work is a MUST.

 
B.   Safety procedures should be followed to the best of the ability of all concerned, taking into consideration the type
       of rescue, number of victims involved, nature of entrapment,  etc.

 
C. If fire conditions are so advanced or the condition of the building is so poor that rescuers have a good chance of   
       losing their lives, rescue should not be attempted.

 
D. Whenever there is a chance of back-draft, ventilation should be accomplished before entry is tried.


 

TYPES OF SEARCHES:
 

 A. Primary Search:  A quick and systematic search to verify or remove all occupants from the premise


B. Secondary Search:  A thorough search of the premises, including fire area after initial fire control and
       ventilation activities have been completed.

 
 1.  Whenever possible, primary search and secondary search should be done by different people.

2.   Thoroughness, rather than time, is the most critical factor in "Secondary Search".
 
635.05 SEARCH PROCEDURES:
 

A.   Two firefighters should search as a pair with a third firefighter as a safety person. The two
firefighters working a
      structure for search should work side by side. If a safety rope is used, a third safety person will tend the
safety rope.

 
B.   In dwellings, it is very important to search behind and on top of couches, under beds, in bathtubs, closets

and other           places disoriented people may hide.
 

C.   After primary search is accomplished, searchers report back to the Command Officer.
 

D.   The term “all clear” should be broadcast over the fire tac frequency when the primary search has been
completed completed and all victims have been removed.
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completed completed and all victims have been removed.
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